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 We believe that the most efficient way to solve these problems is to 

create an international discussion club for foreign and Russian students. 

The main aims of the club would be: 1. providing Russian students with 

English practice and foreign students – with Russian practice; 2.increasing 

the level of students' knowledge in history and architecture of Saint 

Petersburg; 3.stimulating students’ Intercultural competence formation and 

international cooperation skills. 

The foundation of such club could be beneficial for both Russian 

students and international students and help the former to learn more about 

other cultures and the latter to adjust easier to life in a foreign country and 

find new friends. 
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Статья посвящена проблеме восприятия понятия «высшее 

образования» в русской и американской культуре. Для Уральского 

Федерального Университета, стремящегося к активному 

межкультурному взаимодействию и привлечению как можно 

большего количества иностранных студентов, это особенно 

актуально, поскольку качественное обучение иностранных студентов 
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возможно только при эффективной коммуникации между российским 

преподавателем и иностранным студентом. Для проведения 

исследования мы воспользуемся методом контент-анализа. 

 

Content analysis of the semantic field «education» in Russian and 

American cultures (based on texts from the Russian National Corpus 

and Corpus of Contemporary American English) 

 

Despite various research activities aimed at solving particular 

problems of English lexis in the sphere of higher education, one problem is 

still pressing these days. This is a problem of creating new approaches that 

will help describe this lexical layer of contemporary English in a more 

detailed way and also help to define its national and cultural identity as it 

is so important in effective intercultural communication. By new 

approaches we mean studying of pedagogical lexis in the sphere of higher 

education by means of linguistic fields. This method presupposes a link 

between language elements and objective reality. It also helps determine 

its realization conditions, as well as give a more detailed description of 

certain lexical layers (particularly lexis in the sphere of higher education). 

This is of special importance for Ural Federal University as it strives for 

active intercultural cooperation and attracting as many foreign students as 

possible. This is obvious it is only possible within effective 

communication between a Russian educator and a foreign student.  

Therefore, the aim of our paper is, by means of content analysis, to 

define how different cultures perceive the notion of «higher education».  

Different texts from the Russian National Corpus and Corpus of 

Contemporary American English arethe source materialfor the analysis.  

In contemporary English lexis in the sphere of higher education 

encompasses quite a considerable layer of language units. It mirrors in this 

or that way cognitive activity, empirical and rational pedagogical 

experience of former generations that was registered in the language 

system. 

Apart from that we should note that in the USA higher education is 

considered to be something that will guarantee you a bright and well 

provided future. Any person who wants to get a well-paid job and be 

successful in the society is required to have higher education. 

In pilot studies, higher education opportunities for students with ID 

have been shown to correlate with improved employment outcomes and 

increased participation in communities. 
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In American society people with higher education always feel 

priority to those who finished school.  

The benefits of higher education for individuals and society … 

Thus, people with higher education performed better on the 

SRTSTAT. 

People with higher education are often more conscious and active 

when it comes to health. For example, a call for vaccinating from swine flu 

was ignored mostly by uneducated part of American society.  

Intention to be vaccinated against H1N1 (Table 3) was associated 

with older age, higher income, higher education, membership in a high-

priority group. 

Also it’s not a secret that the sacred certificate of higher education 

will cost you a lot, so not all American people can afford this luxury. The 

government tries to find different ways to cope with this problem and it 

pays great attention to this question. Particularly the President’s concern 

on this matter was shown in one of his public speeches. 

Higher education can't be a luxury it's an economic imperative that 

every family in America should be able to afford.  

As for Russia we can say that people here have more opportunities to 

continue studying at university as the government often allocates money to 

promising students. That is why a lot of pupils try to show their desire to 

enter the university. 

Бум высшего образования, о котором говорят и пишут в послед

ние годы специалисты, судя по результатам нашего исследования, 

 докатился и до малых российских городов. Почти три четверти 

опрошенных намерены получить высшее образование, а, к примеру, в 

Вязниках, их доля превышает 80%. 

Their desire is often the result of adults’ advice, i.e. their parents and 

close relatives suggesting entering university.  

Мои отец и дядя, правда, всегда говорили, чтообязательно надо

 учиться, иметь высшее образование. 

Getting higher education implies not only the certificate itself but 

also emergence of self-esteem whilenurturing cultural values and a 

different view-point.  

Верка говорила, что у неё высшее образование и самолюбие неп

озволяет ей убираться за богатыми. 

We should point out that quantitatively Corpus of Contemporary 

American English have more results compared to the Russian National 

Corpus: COCA – 7756 results, RNC – 634 results. Perhaps it is due to the 
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fact that the problem of costly higher education in America attracts more 

public attention. At the same time in Russia higher education is somehow 

taken for granted. Students enter the university and it is considered to be 

normal, it is not such a big deal that is why it is not discussed in public so 

much.  

Thus after having made content analysis of texts from Russian and 

American sources we can say that for American people higher education is 

a sign of prestige and is a guarantee of bright future, respectful and high 

position in society. As for the Russian society, higher education is one of 

the necessary steps that every person should take. It’s not always a 

guarantee of employment but it is a sign of inner cultural values. In other 

words, in the USA higher education displays material side of meaning 

whereasinRussiait displays a spiritual one.  
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